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Unity 2d game development android

Picture 1 11Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft is a fun, free and fair digital collectible card game that you can't stop playing. Playing one of the great heroes (or villains) of the warcraft universe - such as Thrall, Jaina Proudmoore or Gul'dan - you can fight epic duels and invite allies and minions on your side. Easily learned



rules work with cross-platform PC, iPad and Android players. You can earn gold that you can spend on booster packs. Plus, Arena mode can be played in a special, closed draft format that rewards canny deck building and smart play. MORE: View all top Android Card &amp;amp; Board gamesImage 2 11Double Fine
adventure Broken Age, a game that helped start the game's crowdfunding revolution, goes mobile. Broken Age tells the story of two teenagers, each fighting against the traditions that bind them. Deep in the guts of a starship, Shay Volta tries to escape the clutches of a suffocating mother AI, while Vella Tartine is chosen
to sacrifice the mysterious monster to save his village. Gorgeously rendered 2D graphics, a neat soundtrack and a truly well-built adventure to make broken age keeper. MORE: Watch all the top Android Adventure gamesImage 3 11Next alto's adventure preserves all the simplicity and charm of the original while adding
new gameplay elements. Alto odyssey, the scene switches to snowy landscapes of dunes and desert vistas, but you can still pull tricks to avoid dangers as you collect coins. The new game adds environmental elements - tornadoes, balloons and more - to bring new challenges to the game. You can play for free if you
don't mind ads, although you can also remove it through an in-app purchase. MORE: View all the top Android Action gamesImage 4 of 11 (Image credit: Electronic Arts)Need a football fix in the offseason? Turn on Madden NFL Mobile Football, the latest annual update to electronic arts' long-running football series. In this
version, Seasons mode is back, letting you control both on-site activity and front office maneuvers. You will also get Madden Masters maps to see the stars today to take them from the past. The new Co-Op Assist feature allows you to seek help from friends in fulfilling goals or acquiring players. MORE: Watch all the top
Android Sports GamesImage 5 11Prepare wowed by Loft's Asphalt 9: Legends, the latest edition of the racing series focusing on blazing fast hypercars from reputable manufacturers such as Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and W Motors. The game allows you to make each car with your own customizations, which may
include materials, colors and rims. You can then take it through spin career mode featuring more than 60 seasons and 800 events, as well as online multiplayer. Asphalt focus is properly arcade fun rather than realism, nitro pulse speed increases and 360-degree knockout spins, along with slick, hyper-detailed cars and
console-quality visual effects. MORE: See all the top racing gamesImage 6 of 11Now available on Android, Monument Valley 2 is a sequel that improves the original. This new game brings back the mentally stimulating puzzles of its predecessor, adding color and light. Now you can also check out another character –
heroine Ro has joined her child on this trip. Even with these changes, the new Monument Valley retains the minimalist look and immersive music that made the first game such a pleasure to play. MORE: View all the top Android puzzle &amp;amp; word gamesImage 7 11If you have a mobile device to support it, Rome:
Total War is a great addition to Android. The long-awaited Android port offers real-time strategy offerings built into your device's touch screen control. You marshal everything from legionnaires to elephants and chariots when you try to control the empire by playing one of the 19 factions. You're also in charge of economic,
civic and religious affairs, but these are the battles that really distinguish this game. MORE: Watch all the top Android strategy gamesImage 8 11The latest Final Fantasy epic makes a smooth leap from console RPG touch screen devices to Final Fantasy XV Pocket Edition. This episodic mobile RPG captures the core of
story and charm while cropping the grind of a common genre. You appreciate chibi-style graphics that still manage to capture many of the same story beats and combat complexity. The first episode is available for free download; you can purchase the following chapters as an in-app purchase or as one collection. MORE:
Watch all the top Android RPG gamesImage 9 11An officially licensed app from a professional tournament of high-end poker players, World Series of Poker (WSOP) focuses on bringing top-notch competition to the right phone. You can play with friends or online opponents to hone your skills and get the world ranking.
The goal of the game is to make you a better poker player and extensive stattic tracking will help you improve your poker game. If you feel all pokered out, you can take a break from playing a virtual slot machine and get chips to fuel your next poker campaign. If your goal is to be a Las Vegas pro, this is an app for you.
MORE: Watch all the top casino games on AndroidImage 10 11Now that HQ Trivia is available to all Android users, it's easy to see how this trivia app has taken the mobile world by storm. Start with accessible trivia questions, add live hosted games and finish it off with real money payouts, and you'll soon find yourself
reading down to the minutes of daily quizzes (plus the occasional midday quiz). Each game usually features 12 choice of choice of trivia questions, players get 10 seconds to answer each one. Get them all right, and you'll get a share of the prize that's been money. HQ has also rolled out games that focus on sports trivia
and word puzzles. MORE: Watch all the top trivia games on AndroidImage 11 11Si nothing brings the party together like get Dance. However, not everyone knows how to dance, which is where Just Dance Now comes in This mobile spinoff of the hit console series brings more than 200 titles on iOS and Android
smartphones, including Uptown Funk by Mark Ronson, Jailhouse Rock by Elvis Presley and (for some immeasurable reason) Hungarian Dance No 5 by Johannes Brahms. Although the game is free to download, you must pay for most songs. However, you can buy a temporary pass for as little as $1 an hour - great for
one night's entertainment. You can also cast it on the big screen via Google Cast or Apple AirPlay. MORE: View all top Family &amp;amp; Group games Android UK carrier Vodafone announced today the launch of its Vodafone 360 Shop for Android, which is aimed at helping developers design standard gadgets,
gadgets for opera mini and direct-carrier billing options. This is another opportunity outside the Android Market, which has seen explosive growth but continues to experience growing pains, including a slowdown, and in the last week or so, disappearing apps and misstated download numbers. Check out Vodafone's
release after the break. I can't believe you did this. VODAFONE LAUNCHES 360 SHOP ANDROID Developers able to create and distribute apps for customized Android phones on Tuesday, June 15, 2010. Vodafone announced today that it is expanding its grip on Vodafone's 360 services with the launch of 360 Shop
for Android. The announcement underscores Vodafone's commitment to bringing 360 Shop into the popular, market-leading hands used and doing so, offering developers a very attractive native or cross-platform proposal. The Android 360 Store is designed specifically to ensure that customers can easily search and
browse apps that best suit their needs and interests. This is achieved through a sophisticated personalized recommendations tool and dynamically changing ad areas such as best ratings, best downloads, categories, and filtered lists. Feature content promotions are run by local market editorial experts to further introduce
local relevant applications. All paid content is charged to the customer through operator billing, and the money is regularly transferred to the developer's bank account, making it easy for developers to track revenue. Through 360 Shop for Android, Vodafone gives app developers the ability to publish either JIL or native
Android apps to the 360 Shop. Developers can also use existing Vodafone features such as clear pricing, transparent review process and comprehensive reporting. Developers want to know that their app is seen by consumers and 360 Shop for Android is designed to maximize opportunities for content promotion, said
Lee Epting, director of Content Services at Vodafone Group. Preliminary data indicate that up to a third of the catalogue is exposed in one day. This is a market-leading approach that allows both customers and developers to 360 out of the store. A custom Android operating system and directly accessible handset on the
home screen, the 360 Shop for Android will launch this summer with HTC Wildfire and Sony Ericsson Xperia X10 Mini Pro. 360 Shop is one destination for all digital content, integrating music, video, ringtones and apps, ensuring that it continues to earn millions from existing Vodafone live! Customers. In addition, phones
will come with 360 Music services embedded and Vodafone People will soon be available to download. To date, more than 8,500 apps have been published in 360 stores. There are over 100 different phones to access Vodafone's 360 services. With further phones due to launch all year round with 360 Shop preloaded,
Vodafone 360 will continue to provide the developer community with greater access to more customers. Customers.
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